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Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach for the prediction of Part of Speech (POS) category and Morphological features for the 

Gujarati language. POS tagging and Morphological analysis are foundation level tasks in almost all Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

applications. For the low resource and morphologically rich languages like Gujarati, the task becomes more challenging. In this work, we 

explore transformer based pre-trained models for the underlying task. We propose 4 different models for the prediction of POS category 

and Morph features. Along with the prediction of POS tagging and Morphological features individually, this work also explores the 

linguistic relationship between these features and proposes a single joint model for the prediction of POS-MORPH features. The joint 

model achieves F1 score of 0.98 and outperforms individual models. 
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1. Introduction  

POS tagging and morphological analysis are fundamental 

tasks in NLP. They help in understanding the grammatical 

structure and semantic meaning of a word in a better way. 

POS tagging is a linguistic analysis task in natural 

language processing where words in a sentence are 

assigned specific grammatical categories such as nouns, 

verbs, adjectives etc to understand their syntactic and 

semantic roles in a sentence1. On the other hand, a morph 

analyser separates root and suffix part and assigning 

grammatical features to the inflected word2. Table 1 shows 

the example of POS tagging and morphological analysis in 

English and Gujarati languages. For example, in the 

sentence `Alex goes for a walk.', consider word goes. The 

POS tag for the word `goes' is Verb and the morphological 

tag is: Go (root form), present tense, third person singular. 

In this paper, we present POS tagger and Morphological 

analyzer for the Gujarati language. Developing efficient 

POS tagging and morphological analyzer is a challenging 

task due to language specific complexities in the word 

formation process. One major issue is ambiguity and 

context sensitivity. Multiple meanings of the same word 

based on the context creates problems in accurate POS 

tagging and morphological analysis. For example, consider 

word run in the sentences `I like to run in the park every 

morning' and `The engine is designed to run smoothly.' In 

the first sentence the word run is used as verb and it means 

 
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Part-of-speech_tagging 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_linguistics 

the act of running while in the second sentence it is used as 

a noun and it means continuous movement The same word 

may have different POS or morphological characteristics in 

different contexts. Another issue is related to the annotated 

data. For efficient POS tagging and morphological analysis 

systems, it is important to have large annotated training 

corpus. For many languages, especially low-resource 

languages, the availability of such annotated data is 

limited. Due to the variations in the linguistic structure, 

morphology and writing style of different languages, the 

adaption of common POS tagging and morphological 

analyzer system is difficult.  
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Sentence POS tagging Morphological 

Analysis 

The sun sets 

beautifully. 

The/DET sun/NN 

sets/VB 

beautifully/ADV 

The/[The] sun/[sun, 

singular] sets/[set, 

present _ tense] 

beautifully/[beautiful]. 

કિશોરે જવાબ 

આપ્યો. 
કિશોરે/N_NNP 

જવાબ/N_NN  

આપ્યો/V _ VM . 

કિશોરે/ [કિશોર,N_ 

NNP, Male] જવાબ/[ 

જવાબ, NN, Singular, 

Nominative, Male] 

આપ્યો/[આપવ ું, VB, 

Past _ Tense] 

Table 1: POS tagging and Morphological category prediction examples in English and Gujarati 

Gujarati is one of the major languages in India. It is derived 

from ancient language Sanskrit. Gujarati has 62 million 

speakers worldwide3. Gujarati is a rich language consisting 

of 34 consonants and 13 vowels. Gujarati follows a 

subject-object-verb (SOV) word order. Gujarati is 

morphologically rich language. It has number of inflections 

and derivations which adds to the complexity of the 

morphology. In contrast to the other Indian languages such 

as Hindi, Gujarati has 3 genders; masculine, feminine and 

neuter. Noun phrases in Gujarati often display gender and 

case inflections, while verb conjugations vary based on 

tense, aspect, and person. The highly inflectional nature of 

Gujarati presents unique challenges in developing POS 

tagger and morphological analyzer tool. Below are some of 

the language specific morphology challenges for the 

Gujarati language [1] : 

• Agglutinative Nature and word compounding: In 

Gujarati, multiple morphemes are often combined to 

form a single word. This makes it challenging to 

separate and analyze individual morphemes accurately. 

For example, word વદૃ્ધાવસ્થા (Old age) is made up 

from two morphemes વદૃ્ધ + અવસ્થા. Due to this word 

compounding, it is challenging to break down and tag 

individual components. 

• Lack of Clear Word Boundaries: Due to this, it 

becomes difficult to determine where one word ends 

and another begins. For example, consider words 

ફરિયાદ and ફિી યાદ.  

• Polysynthetic Feature: Due to polysynthetic features, a 

single word can convey a complex meaning through the 

combination of multiple affixes and morphemes. 

Consider a word છોકિાઓન ું which is made up from a 

morpheme છોકિા, plural marker ઓ and case marker ન ું. 
 

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gujarati\_language 

• Limited Resources: Compared to other major Indian 

languages, Gujarati has limited linguistic resources, 

such as annotated corpora and  morphological 

dictionaries. 

For Gujarati language, some research work has been done 

in this area. The existing systems focus on predicting POS 

and Morph features in isolation. We analyze that there is 

strong relationship between POS category of a word and its 

morphological features in Gujarati. Instead of predicting 

POS category and morphological features in isolation, we 

can combine them together and achieve better 

performance. Below are some observations on how POS-

Morph features help each other: 

• Context Enrichment:  Providing the POS category 

offers valuable contextual information about the word's 

role within a sentence. It helps the model understand 

syntactic relationships, influencing the word's potential 

morphological properties. Also, incorporating POS 

information enriches the word embeddings by 

providing additional context. 

• POS-Morphology Correlation: Often, specific POS 

categories correlate with certain morphological 

features. For instance, verbs may exhibit distinct 

morphological patterns compared to nouns or 

adjectives. Having the POS category as an input guides 

the model to focus on relevant morphological features 

associated with that specific POS tag, potentially 

improving the accuracy of predictions. 

• Resolving Ambiguity: When a word might have 

multiple morphological interpretations. POS 

information acts as a disambiguating factor, narrowing 

down the possible morphological features. 

Consider two Gujarati sentences in Table 2. The example 

above illustrates that the word `નાની' has two meanings: 

When it is acting as noun, it means `grandmother' and 
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when it acts as an adjective, it means `small'. If we use a 

model which only predicts POS or morph feature then it 

may not give correct output due to this ambiguity. If we 

use a model which jointly predicts POS and morph feature 

then it will generate proper output. It means that if we 

know that the word belongs to Noun category then the 

model will accurately predict morph features as gender, 

number and case marker and if the word belongs to 

adjective category, then it will predict features gender, 

number and type. Similarly, knowing the morph features 

gender, number and case marker, the model can accurately 

predict POS category as Noun. For instance, the word 

`નાની' has three variations `નાની', `નાનો' and `નાન ું' when 

it is used as adjective depending upon the gender of the 

noun it follows. but it has only one form `નાની' when used 

as noun. 

Gujarati Sentence Transliteration English Translation 

મેં નાની બચત યોજનામાું રોિાણ િર્ ું 
છે. 

Mēṁ nānī bacata yōjanāmāṁ rōkāṇa karyuṁ 

chē. 

I have invested in small savings 

plan. 

મારા નાની ગામડે રહ ેછે Mārā nānī gāmaḍē rahē chē My Grandmother lives in a village. 

Table 2 : Example of POS-Morph ambiguity in Gujarati 

Below are major research contributions of this paper: 

• We analyze morph categories, POS tags and 

interdependence between them in the Gujarati language. 

• We propose a model which jointly predicts 

morphological category and POS tag of a word in the 

sentence for the Gujarati language. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 describes the related work. In section 3, we provide 

details about the dataset. In Section 4, the details about the 

proposed models are explored. In section 5, experiments 

and results are discussed followed by the conclusion. 

2. Related Work  

In this section, we highlight the survey of the existing work 

in the field of POS tagging and morphological analysis. 

After discussing general survey, we also discuss the work 

done specifically for the Gujarati language and discuss 

research gaps. 

The initial efforts for the development of morphological 

analyzer were based on stemmer and finite state transducer 

approaches. In the stemmer-based approach, stemming 

rules are used to obtain root word and identification of 

grammatical features [2]. Later on, researchers used finite 

state transducer to encode these rules using the concepts 

like two level morphology [3]. In the decade of 2000-2010, 

paradigm-based approaches and unsupervised approaches 

were explored [4, 5]. These approaches had a limitation of 

manual rule building and they often failed to provide 

accurate results due to language ambiguities. After 2010, 

various machine learning and statistical approaches were 

investigated for this problem. The machine learning 

approaches performed better than the traditional rule-based 

approaches but they required heavy feature engineering [6, 

7]. After the introduction of deep learning-based models, 

the feature engineering was not required. Due to this 

advantage, deep learning-based morph analyzers for 

different languages have been created [8, 9, 10]. In the 

recent times, transformer-based approaches have become 

popular for almost all NLP tasks. The core of transformer-

based models such as BERT are multilingual pre-trained 

models. Such models are trained on the large corpus and 

then they can be fine-tuned for the specific task. For the 

task of morphological analysis and lemmatization, 

transformer-based approaches have been experimented [10, 

11, 12]. 

The efforts of developing POS tagger dates back to 1992 

[13]. Initially, the rule-based taggers emerged and that 

heavily depended on handcrafted linguistic rules. Though 

the rule-based approaches can be accurate for specific 

languages or domains, they can become complex and 

challenging to maintain as languages evolve or when 

handling ambiguous cases [14, 15]. Subsequently, 

statistical models such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 

gained popularity. They work by estimating probabilities 

for predicting POS category. This approach often yields 

superior performance in POS tagging tasks compared to 

traditional models due to its ability to capture complex 

linguistic patterns and contextual dependencies [16, 17]. 

With the advancements in the machine learning techniques, 

various data driven approaches which utilized techniques 

like decision tree, naive bayes etc. were explored. Later on, 

researchers used various neural network and deep learning-

based architectures for this task. Deep learning models 

have numerous advantages such as feature learning, 

contextual understanding, generalization etc. However, the 

deep learning models require substantial training data and 

computational resources for training and inference for 

efficient results. Some noteworthy contributions of 

developing POS tagger using deep learning models are [18, 

19, 20, 21]. In the recent years, for the POS tagging, the 

state-of-the-art results are obtained by using power of pre-

trained transformer-based models [22, 23] . 

For the Gujarati language, some research works have been 

carried in the field of POS tagging. In [24], authors have 

compared various approaches for Gujarati POS tagging. 
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The work [25] discusses CRF based POS tagger. In [26], 

authors have proposed hybrid method for the POS tagging 

using LSTM and linguistic rules. The work in [27] 

describes LSTM based POS tagger for the Gujarati 

language. 

The development of morphological analyzer for Gujarati is 

a challenging task. Compared to other languages, less work 

is reported in Gujarati. In [28], authors have developed rule 

based morphological analyzer for Gujarati by hand crafting 

of suffix rules. A Bi-LSTM based model for Gujarati 

morphological analysis is proposed in [29]. The model was 

improved in the work [30] by selecting a different label 

representation approach. These works use Gujmorph 

dataset [31]. 

The rule-based POS taggers and morph analyzers rely 

heavily on the hand-crafted suffix rules and linguistic 

resources like lemma dictionaries. Due to the ambiguity in 

the word formation rules in Gujarati, such approaches do 

not produce promising results. Also, it is difficult to create 

or maintain such rules as it requires lot of human efforts. 

The standard machine learning based approaches require 

manual feature engineering which is complex task for the 

highly inflectional languages. Existing works typically 

treat POS tagging and morphological analysis as distinct 

tasks. Deep learning models like Bi-LSTM are used in [30] 

and [27] but more advanced transformer based pre-trained 

models are not explored till date. Our work aims to address 

these shortcomings by proposing BERT-based pre-trained 

models. This novel architecture performs joint prediction 

of POS and morphological features for the Gujarati 

language. Leveraging linguistic knowledge from pre-

trained models, our approach eliminates the need for 

manual feature engineering or rule crafting, providing a 

more efficient solution. 

3. Dataset 

In this section, we describe the dataset that we have used to 

train our models. We describe how two different datasets 

are combined to create a dataset for the joint prediction of 

POS-Morph features. 

Name Target   Language(s) 

Unimoprh [34] 169 languages 

UD-Treebank [35] 148 languages 

Mighty-Morph  [36] English,Germen,   Hebrew, 

Turkish 

Neural-Morphology-

Dataset [37] 

Germen, Finnish and   20 

others 

MorphyNet  [38] Russian, Hungarian   and 13 

others 

Table 3: Details of various morphological datasets 

Most of the work done for POS tagging makes use of UD 

treebank [32]. The morphological analyzer models use 

Unimorph [33] dataset. In Table 3, we have listed other 

popular data sets for POs tagging and morphological 

analysis in various languages. In our proposed approach, 

we use transformer based pre-trained models. These 

models are already pre-trained on large corpus. We need to 

fine-tune them on our task specific dataset. Acquisition of 

POS-Morph annotated dataset for Gujarati is challenging 

task. For the task of joint prediction of POS-morph 

features, we require annotated data in such a format where 

each word is annotated with POS category as well as 

Morph features. For Gujarati language, we have two 

separate datasets; Gujarati ILCI-II POS tagged dataset 

developed by TDIL4 and Gujarati dataset in the Unimorph 

schema [34]. The POS tags are defined as per Bureau of 

Indian Standards (BIS) tag set. For our proposed work, we 

combined two datasets and created POS-Morph annotated 

dataset such that for a given word, both the POS tag and 

morph tags are annotated together. Table 4 shows the 

details about Gujarati POS-Morph dataset. 

 
4 http://www.tdil-dc.in 
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Number of 

Sentences 

30000 

Number of unique 

POS tagged words 

50183 

Number of unique 

Morph 

50183 

Format of the 

dataset 

Word/POS_ Tag/Morph_feature 1;Morph_ feature2; . . ; Morph_ Feature_ n 

Example Sentence  સિૂાું પાુંદડા અને ધળૂ જમીન પરથી ઉઠી. 
Example tagged 

sentence from 

dataset 

સિૂાું/JJ/સકૂ ું/ADJ;PL;LGSPEC02 પાુંદડાું/N_NN/પાુંદડ ું/N;NOM;NEUT;PL અને/CC_CCD\NA\NA 

થોડી/QT_ QTF/NA/NA ધળૂ/N_ NN/ ધળૂ/N;NOM;FEM;SG જમીન/N_ NN/ જમીન/N;NOM;FEM;SG 

પરથી/PSP/NA/NA ઊઠી/V_ VM/NA/NA 

Table 4 : Details about Gujarati POS-Morph Dataset 

4. Proposed Models  

This section describes architectures of our proposed 

models. We first discuss the architectures of standalone 

POS and morph models and then present the joint POS-

Morph model. 

As discussed in the previous section, most of the present 

models for POs tagging and morphological analysis are 

based on either traditional approaches or deep neural 

network architectures such as RNN, LSTM. In the current 

times, utilization of pre-trained models for various NLP 

tasks has emerged as very good strategy. The task of POS 

tagging and morphological analysis depend on 

understanding linguistic features of a language. Training a 

model from scratch demands substantial labeled datasets 

and computational resources. Pre-trained models, on the 

other hand, are already trained on extensive corpora and 

understand linguistic patterns. In our experiments, we use 

transformer based pre-trained models. These models 

capture contextual information and semantic relationships. 

We can use pre-trained models as it is and apply fine-

tuning which involves adapting these models to specific 

tasks or domains using smaller, task-specific datasets. 

Since our work is for Gujarati language, we require pre-

trained model which supports multiple languages. One 

such model is multilingual BERT(m-BERT) [39]. has 

capacity to comprehend and represent text in multiple 

languages. It is developed by Google AI, mBERT is an 

extension of the original BERT model, trained on a diverse 

corpus over a hundred languages. m-BERT leverages a 

single model with a unified vocabulary and parameters, 

allowing it to encode and interpret text in numerous 

languages simultaneously. For Indian languages, 

IndicBERT model has been developed [40]. It is a 

multilingual ALBERT model pre-trained exclusively on 12 

major Indian languages. IndicBERT has much fewer 

parameters than other multilingual models (mBERT, 

XLM-R etc.) while it also achieves a performance on-par 

or better than these models. The 12 languages covered by 

IndicBERT are: Assamese, Bengali, English, Gujarati, 

Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, 

Tamil, Telugu. For the Gujarati language, Gujarati-BERT 

model has been developed by [41]. GujaratiBERT is a 

Gujarati BERT model trained on publicly available 

Gujarati monolingual datasets. This model is improvement 

over the traditional indic-BERT model. The model is 

evaluated on various tasks such as sentiment analysis, 

named entity recognition etc. In our experiments, we use 

Gujarati BERT model. 

We propose four distinct models for predicting Gujarati 

POS and Morphological features. The first two models 

focus on individual predictions for POS category and 

morphological features respectively. However, our 

observations in Section 1 indicate a mutual influence 

between POS and Morph features. To explore this 

relationship, the third model takes POS as input and 

predicts morphological features, to assess the impact of 

POS category on morphological predictions. In the fourth 

and final model, we jointly predict both POS and Morph 

features. The following subsections elaborate on the 

detailed architecture of each model. 

A. Individual prediction of POS category and 

morphological features. 

B. Individual prediction of POS category and 

morphological features. 

C. Prediction of morphological features with POS input 

to measure its influence. 

D. Joint prediction of POS and Morph features. 

4.1. Model A and B : Standalone models for POS 

and Morph prediction  

Figure 1 shows the model architecture for the standalone 

models for predicting POS category and Morph category. 

This model is a custom token classification model built on 
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top of BERT, specifically using 

BertForTokenClassification. Below are common 

components of the model : 

• Embeddings : Represents words as dense vectors 

of size 768. 

• Position embeddings: Represents the position of 

each token in the sequence. 

• Token type embeddings: Represents the segment 

or type of token. 

• BERT Encoder : Comprises multiple layers (12 in 

this case) of BertLayer. 

• Liner Layers : Linear layer with input size 768 

and output size n. This layer is used for token 

classification, taking the contextualized token 

representations from BERT and predicting a label for each 

token. The output dimension n indicates it predicts among 

n different classes or labels for each token. The labels are 

POS tags in case of Model A and morph categories in case 

of model B. 

• Softmax Layer : Softmax layer is used to convert 

output scores into probabilities. 

 

Fig 1: Architecture of Model A and B: Standalone model for the prediction of POS category or Morph category 

4.2. Model C : Morph prediction using POS support 

Figure 2(a) shows the architecture of the model C, which 

predicts morph features with POS support. In this model, 

we keep POS information available in the dataset along 

with the morphological tags. So, while predicting 

morphological tag, the model has information about POS 

category of the word. The model works in the similar way 

as model A and B with the slight change. Since the dataset 

contains POS information, the output of the pre-trained 

BERT has information about both POS and morph tags for 

a word. This information is passed to the linear layers. This 

information is propagated to multiple nodes responsible for 

predicting different morphological features. 

4.3. Model D: Joint models for the prediction of 

POS-Morph features 

In this model, we predict POS and morph features together 

in a joint manner. Figure 2(b) shows the architecture of the 

proposed joint model. The model is similar to previous 

models, except the final linear classification layer which 

has now 67 nodes. 36 nodes for POS tagging and 

remaining nodes for morphological tags. The custom 

output layer comprises nodes tailored for specific linguistic 

features, including 1 node each for POS tagging, Gender, 

Number, Type, Person, Case, Tense, Aspect, and others. 

Each node within the output layer is designed to predict 

and assign values for the corresponding linguistic feature. 

For instance, the POS node predicts values for Part-of-

Speech such as (Noun, Adjective, etc.) and the Gender 

node predicts values such as MASC, FAM, NEUT, and so 

forth. During the training phase, a particular emphasis is 

placed on refining the custom output layer to enhance its 

predictive capabilities for POS tagging and Morphological 

analysis.
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Fig 2 : (a) Architecture of Model C: Morph prediction with POS support (b) Architecture of Model D: Joint POS-Morph 

model 

5. Experiments and Results  

This section highlights experiment setup and configurations 

of the hyper-parameters. We also discuss in detail how the 

joint POS-Morph model performs better than standalone 

models through analysis of the training. we also review the 

results obtained. We also explore some good and bad 

examples to understand the behaviour of the proposed 

model in a better way. 

5.1. Experiment Setup 

In our experiments, we use Gujarati BERT pre-trained 

model and fine-tune it on our labelled dataset described in 

section 3. The overall experiment setup remains the same 

for all 4 experiments. Below are the steps for the fine-

tuning process. 

• Load a pre-trained Gujarati BERT model for token 

classification. 

• Tokenize the custom dataset using the Gujarati BERT 

tokenizer. Convert tokens and labels tags into numerical 

formats that can be fed into the model. 

• Set up data loaders for training and validation sets. For 

our experiment, we use 70:30 (23996 sentences for 

training and 3999 sentences for testing) ratio for 

training and testing. 

• Define a customised output layer of linear nodes to 

employ the Gujarati BERT model for the prediction of 

Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging and Morphological 

analysis. 

• Define hyper-parameters and fine-tune the model. 

We use the batch size of 8, 15 epochs and learning rate of 

2e - 5 as hyper-parameters. below hyper parameters. We 

carry out our experiments on T4 GPU provided by Google 

Colab. We use precision, recall and F1-score measures as 

evaluation matrices. We have evaluated results on the 

below validation matrices: 

• Individual Feature Metrics for Each Word: For each 

feature (e.g., POS, Gender, Number, Type, Person, 

Case, Tense, Aspect, etc.) and for each word calculate 

precision, recall, and accuracy by comparing predicted 

values to actual values. 

• Morphological Overall Metrics: Combine the results 

from all the individual features to calculate overall 

accuracy, precision, and recall for morphological 

features by considering total true and false prediction 

from all morph features. 

• POS wise measures: Given the POS category, compute 

validation metrics, i.e., specifically for words 

categorized as `Noun', compute metrics for all POS and 

Morph features; similarly, for words categorised as 

`Adjective' and other POS categories, calculate 

respective metrics. 

5.2. Results 

Table 5 shows the results for all the proposed models. 

Table 6 shows the breakdown of the joint model results 

morph category wise. From the result tables, we observe 

that the best results for POS tagging and morph category 

prediction are F1-score of 0.96 and 0.98 respectively. 

These results are achieved in a model which jointly predicts 

POS and morph features. Figure 3 and 4 shows the sample 

loss vs epoch graph for standalone POS tagging model and 

for the joint model. It is seen from the graph that the 
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models are converged well which indicates proper training.

 

 

Fig 3: Loss vs Epoch graph for only POS tagging model 

 

Fig 4: Loss vs Epoch graph for joint POS-Morph model 

  

Fig 5: Loss graph for morph analysis model with POS input 

Model Precision Recall F1-

Score 

Accuracy 

Only 

POS 

0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 

Only 

Morph 

0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

Morph 

with POS 

Support 

0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

POS-

Morph 

Joint 

0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 
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(POS 

Results) 

POS-

Morph 

Joint 

(Morph 

Results) 

0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Table 5: Results for all proposed models 

Feature Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Gender 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

Number 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

Type 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Person 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Tense 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Case 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Aspect 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Overall Morph 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Table 6: Morphological Feature Wise Results for POS-Morph joint prediction 

It is important to compare the results of the proposed model 

with the similar existing work. Table 7 shows the result 

comparison for the Gujarati POS tagging with baseline 

models. We observe that most of the previous work was 

carried out on very small dataset compared to the present 

work. To compare the results of the transformer model with 

similar neural architecture, we also test our POS tagging 

model and use it as one of the baseline systems. For the 

morphological analysers also, we use earlier rule based as 

well as Bi-LSTM based work as baseline model and 

compare the results in Table 8. 

Reference 

Work 

Approach Dataset Size Accuracy 

[42]  (Yagink  et 

al.,2017) 

Statistical 351 words 92.87 

[25] (Patel

 et 

al.,2008) 

CRF 30,000 

sentences 

89.90 

[26] (Tailor et 

al., 

2021) 

Rule Based

 + 

LSTM 

5600 

sentences 

91.10 

[27] (Jobanputra 

et al., 2021) 

LSTM 1000 

sentences 

95 

Present Work Bi-LSTM 30,000 

sentences 

90.50 

Present Work Transformer 30,000 

sentences 

96 

Table 7: Comparison of POS tagging results with baseline models 

Reference 

work 

Approach Dataset size Accuracy 

[28] Paradigm 

based and 

statistical 

500 words 92.34 

[43] Paradigm 

based 

Not Known 82.16 

[29] Bi-LSTM 

based 

16k words 91.67 

Present 

work 

Transformer 

based 

30000 

sentences 

98 

Table 8 : Comparison of Morph tagging results with baseline models 
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While it is evident from the result tables that the POS-

Morph joint model gives the best results, we analyse the 

training data and observe that the loss convergence in the 

joint model is better than the standalone models. Figure 5 

shows the comparison of loss between only morph model 

and the morph model with POS category as an input. We 

observe that the second model converges faster than the 

first model. This supports our argument that presence of 

POS category while predicting morph tag helps the model. 

Sentence 

 

Output of Only POS 

Model 

 

Output of  

 

POS+MORPH 

model 

Observation 

સ્વામી રાજી થયા. root=રાજી, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

root=રાજી, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

For the word રાજી, Both models 

generate correct output. 

રાજી એ શાિ ખાધ ું. root=રાજી, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

root=રાજી, POS=NN, 

Gender=FEM, Case=NOM 

For the word રાજી, POS+MORPH 

model generates correct output. 

ત ું મોબાઈલ નીચે 
મિૂ 

root=મ િ, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

root=મ િવ ું, POS=V_VM, 

Tense=PST, Aspect=LGSPEC01 

For the word મિૂ, POS+MORPH 

model generates correct output. 

અકિરાને મિૂ ભાષા 
આવડતી હતી. 

root=મ િ, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

root=મ િ, POS=JJ, 

Type=LGSPEC01 

For the word મિૂ, both models 

generates correct output. 

Table 9: Analysis of the predicted outputs 

In Table 9, we highlight some sentences having word 

ambiguities along with their corresponding outputs. These 

examples help in understanding the scenarios in which the 

POS-Morph joint model generates better output than the 

standalone model. The example sentences are selected in 

such a way that the same word belongs to different POS 

category in two different sentences. For example, consider 

a word રાજી. This word is used as an adjective in the first 

sentence and as a proper noun in the second sentence. For 

the first sentence, both models generate correct POS and 

Morph tags but for the second sentence, only the joint POS-

Morph model generates proper output. We make similar 

observation for the word મકૂ which means `silent' when 

used as an adjective and `to put` when used as verb.For the 

better understanding of the outputs generated by all models, 

we show the output of a single sentence using all 4 models 

in Table 10. 

 

Input Sentence 
 

 

માછીમારે માછલીને મારી નાખી. 

Transliteration Māchīmārē māchalīnē mārī nākhī. 

English Translation The fisherman killed the fish. 

Output of Model A (Only POS) [('માછીમારે', {'pos': 'N_NN'}), ('માછલીને', {'pos': 

'N_NN'}), ('મારી', {'pos': 'V_VM'}), ('નાખી', {'pos': 

'V_VAUX'})] 

Output of Model B (Only Morph) [('માછીમારે', {}), ('માછલીને', {}), ('મારી', {'gender': 

'FEM', 'type': 'LGSPEC02'}), ('નાખી', {'gender': 'FEM', 

'number': 'PL', 'type': 'LGSPEC03', 'person': '3', 'tense': 

'PST'})] 

Output of Model C (Morph with POS support) [('માછીમારે', {}), ('માછલીને', {}), ('મારી', {'gender': 

'FEM', 'type': 'LGSPEC02'}), ('નાખી', {'gender': 'FEM', 

'number': 'PL', 'type': 'LGSPEC03', 'person': '3', 'tense': 

'PST'})] 

Output of Model D (Joint POS-Morph) [('માછીમારે', {'pos': 'N_NN'}), ('માછલીને', {'pos': 

'N_NN'}), ('મારી', {'pos': 'V_VM', 'gender': 'FEM', 'type': 
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'LGSPEC02'}), ('નાખી', {'pos': 'V_VAUX', 'gender': 

'FEM', 'number': 'PL', 'type': 'LGSPEC03', 'person': '3', 

'tense': 'PST'})] 

Table 10: Outputs of all models for a given sentence 

6. Conclusion 

In this work, we have developed efficient model for the 

prediction of POS category and morph features for Gujarati 

language. Our model of jointly predicting POS category 

and morphological features effectively captures the 

intricate relationship between POS-Morph features from 

the results, we conclude that the proposed model is best in 

terms of the dataset size and the results compared to all 

previous models. This work is a substantial contribution to 

the field of NLP for the Gujarati language as the proposed 

system can be used as an important component while 

building higher level NLP systems for the Gujarati 

language. Our experiments indicate that the joint model 

performs better than the standalone model in case of 

language ambiguities. 
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